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Abstract -
The Beaverdam Claims or ae were known previously are well 

known in the Matachewan Area. Thd showing on the property which is 

describes by Lovell (19^7) was for many years held by locala to 

have considerable amounts of free gold, although the property was 

inudated by the beavers which give the property its namesake at the 
time of Mr. Lovell's examination. The cliams were known formerly as the 

Cheif claims andn it is said that some of the shallow hand steeled 

trenches which were found on the property were put in by the local 

cheif of the Indian band.
The property was not staked for the rumoured gold content at 

the time of staking but rather for the resultant ten times background 

copper anomaly which wan found to be on the property by the stream 

sediment geochemical results of Mr. Lovell's work and that of Mr. 

Wolfe, also of the GDI., who carried out a bedrock geochemical analysis 

of the entire syenite host pluton and found the claims to be anomalous 

in the copper element. Thin work also coincides with a biogeochemical 

study carried out by Canadian Johns Manville who turned up scattered 

but definitive anomalies which happily all coincide in some sectors 

but are lacking in agreement in others.
In 197? a Horizontal Loop survey was carried out bp lo1 , H. King 

of Matachewan, with the Ruthotq assistance*. Clay anomalies for 

a time confused interptetation of the results but a follow up 
Self Potential survey clearly disclosed a bonafide sulphide anomaly 

correlating with the OP HL E'VI anomaly previously found to roughly 

parallel the baseline. The clay anomalies were discriminated and 

exjoobed by the same survey.
A THK survey wt*s completed with some suoess but did not work 

too well since the wet owamp tends to mobilize materials subsurface 

and even with augers a B horizon sample was difficult to obtain. 

However the THtf survey did turn up two areas of coincidental 

anomalous interest and since the method, when it works is very positive 

the results were not a to*al wa-ste when utilized in the soils condusive 

to good sampling.
Both a magnetometer and VLF-EM (Radem) were ran over the existing 

grid. The VLF verified the HI-EM results and coincided very well 
in the field strength component with the SP survey results in all 

sectors. In all at least four excellent sulphide conductors were
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outlined. The possibility of graphite anoamlies were overuled by the 

high temperature an environment as well i.r. the SP results* Likewise 

the possibility of overburden conductors and othe r geological noise 

was ruled out by the SP survey which will jjpJi react to clay, faults and 

shearsi ate*

Description of Work -
It was recoifliAended and decided apon to attempt

to esses some of the anomalies by stripping with power machinery t 

Prior to bringing in a heavy bulldoeer sowe hand tool work was carried 

out to select the areas where lodge could be reached t

A test pit was dug at Line 24W and 1925'N was dug by hand over a 

three day period to a depth of 16 feet (novr slumped) which clearly 

overuled the use of a tractor or even a baokhoe.

A second trench vrafi dug near the baseline at Line 00 to test 

the overburden. The trench was dug to around 6 feet to a Amu 

length of about twenty feet and remained surprisingly dry. At this 

depth boulders were struok. Also unfortunately so was a spring 

and the tronched filled in from tho bottom. Subsequent investigations 

showed a series of such springs which overly the conductor which 

icay indicate a mineralised fault. (An SP will not respond to a barren fault)

At this time at 6N on 128S a pit was discovered by chance where 

hand steeling had been carr .led out in times past* The ohtcloopyrite- 

galena association in tho 16 foot wide vein was of considerable 

interst since this is vory typival of stock although rarely seen 

in r rtruotare of such width.
'"Vi vein was blasted across in a two day drilling and blasting 

operation. Two assays were sent out one isolating tho Galena and the 

other J Delating the chalcopyrite. The latter ran 1.600 or-, per ton Au 

and i.7 OB. Ag while the forwer ran .02 Au. One other sample of 

black chert which runs along the south wall of the pit which was 

extended and deepened to four feet ran Nil and subsequent assays 

.03 Au* Other assays by verious other mining firms who examined the 

property gave very erratic rerults.
At this time it becan.3 apparent that the copper was in assooiatfcdn 

with the gold values and that while the observable vein did not 

yield a geophysical response of any sort barring a bit of a magnetic 

low, the chances of the other anomalies consisting of similar structures
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much higher concentrations of chalcopyrite-galena, were very good in 
deed.

Attention was now directed to the manin anomaly in the swamp. It 
was clearly a drill target but prior to ordering or recommending such 
expenditures a decision was made to test the hither-to ignored Cheif 
showing which runs roughly parallel to the main zone a scant 115* to 
its north giving all the appearance of a subsidary fracture, The pit 
although appearing deep was only about three feet and very short. The 
greates propblem was that it was flanked by the creek about twenty feet 
to the west and at the same level. Handbailing was useless and one 
could see why past attempts had been abandoned*

A 5800 gph pump was set up and ran more or less steadily to allow 
blasting operations to be carried out. Rock from the old dump was 
examined to see if any copper or galena was present but none was found. 
However a fragment Atf1 blasted quarts with weathered carbonates was 
found containing five occurrences of free gold.

The syenite was fractured with multiple minutute Joints and minor 
faults, most occuring after the deposition of quartz. The decision 
to deepen the trench and lengthen it at a sloping angle to allow for 
sump and drainage was carried out.

After many bits were ruined permenantly in the silicified syenite 
a trench forty five feet long and sloping to a depth of eight feet 
at its deepest end. A peice of native gold was found to be in the 
wall rock after the final mucking and blasting. Approximately forty 
peices of native gold were recovered during theprocess.

Near the East end of the trench a chaloo-pyrite lens of about y'wl&e 
by i' long and l' deep was found in place and removed all for except 
a remnant to prove the showing. Many other lesser but similar occurrences 
were found. Native gold was found genaerally near these occurences 
but wore not confined to them. The carbonates carried more gold than 
the quartz but none of these were barren, several ocourenoes being 
found in otherwise barren quartz. Most ooourenoes were fine but several 
were 5mm in size and if assayed would give some rather spectacular 
but very misleading assays.

Because of the near proximity of the small vein and the nature of 
its mineralization, the probability of the main anomaly in the swamp 
containing copper-lead-silver-gold values is very high.
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At this time it was decided to bring a large tractor onto the 
property ( A Komatsu D-85A Bulldozer owned by Fisets, of Elk Lake 
was put to work stripping the larger quartz vein for the entire 
length of exposure that could be reached.

After finnishing what could be accomplished the tractor was 
moved to the original showing and a few hours stripping carried out 
looking for wider or more sibsidary veins. By walking besides the 
tractor while it wae making its cuts the author was able to get a 
look at the rocks before surface water flooded the trenches. 
Several large floats of almost pure quartz were recovered which clearly 
had nothing to do with the narrow wein which had been trenched. 
When the allowed budget was utilized the tractor was floated out.

Resultant^ CpnclusipnB
The zones of interest on the Beaverdam group cannot be sucessfully 

stripped other than the large but seemingly uneconomic vein. All of 
the zones must bo diamond drilled and it is abundantly clear from the 
geology and work carried to date that four of these are well worthy 
of a core drilling program.

The large vein should undergo a more extensive rock trenching 
and sampling program. Whereas the gold values are erratic, some assays 
are of sufficient strength to warrant some large bulk samples provided 
they are taken in a manner which is completely representative of the 
structure.

The probability of other structures similar to the aforementioned 
on is very high and it is very likely that the geophysical responses 
are caused by sulphide mineralization of a more concentrated nature. 

Some more closely spaced geochemical sampling and geophysics 
could be carried out but it is the authors opinion that diamond drilling 
could and should proceed at the earliest possible date.
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